
‘Journey to Mictlan’ artist book.

KT: What will children learn from participating in the
“Toys, Masks and Stories: a Vision of a Mexican Artist?”
Polina: Children and adults will learn stories from another cul-
ture; they will learn to understand another country’s history
and beliefs through colorful and playful art. Children and
adults are invited to come and look at these toys, masks, pup-
pets, they are invited to come and travel to a far away land
through their imagination, creating a fascinating journey that
takes them hundreds of years back. Through this exhibition,
children, adults and families will be able to see something that
is very close to the Mexican tradition but not so often avail-
able to an audience outside of Mexico. This exhibition will be
an opportunity for both, children and adults, to see Mexico
through colors and fascinating stories. It is also an event that
will bring together an audience that is interested in the arts,
culture, storytelling, education, and travel.Part of this exhibi-
tion will also include a workshop to learn how to make paper
machieAlebrijes, a tradition of using recycled materials to
create fantastical creatures based on Mexican craft
toys. The workshop will be held on Tuesday at
Bayt Lothan at 6pm. It is a workshop
designed for ages from 12 years on.

KT: Have you ever been to Kuwait or the Middle East
before? 
Polina: This is my first time in the Middle East. This exhibition
also marks 40 years of relations between Mexico and Kuwait.
I’m very excited for this opportunity to show my work in
Kuwait and share my vision as an artist and cultural ambassa-
dor of Mexican culture. I am very curious about the culture
and tradition in Arab countries, maybe it can be an inspiration
for future art projects. This opportunity to come for the first
time to the Middle East is possible thanks through the efforts
of different institutions. I would like to take this opportunity to
thank all those who have made this exhibition possible, In par-
ticular I would like to acknowledge the National Council for
Culture, Arts and Letters of Kuwait, Bayt Lothan, the Mexican
Embassy of Kuwait and the Mexican Ministry of Foreign Affairs
for putting all their efforts together and bringing this exhibi-
tion to Kuwait to celebrate 40 years of successful bilateral rela-

tions between Kuwait and
Mexico.
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‘A Mad-Proper Tea Party’ art experience. 

The Sun from
‘Alebrijes in

Search of the Sun’
Puppet Play.

Polina Porras Sivolobova is a Russian-Mexican
artist. Her artwork spans multiple disciplines
such as drawing, artist books, video, photogra-

phy, performance and puppets. Polina has been
exploring her Mexican roots through the use of auto-
biography, myth, and storytelling. 

In 2010, Polina directed and produced her first
video-documentary (My Grandmother, My
Grandmother)” relating her bicultural background
through her grandmothers: one Russian and the oth-
er Mexican. In 2009, she received a grant to produce
an original puppet play titled “Los Alebrijes en Busca
del Sol,” a playful story based on the pre-Hispanic
myth of the fifth sun and its sudden disappearance
from the sky. 

Polina’s deep interest in education and relational
aesthetics has taken her to explore public interven-
tions and participatory experiences such as her most
recent work “A Mad-Proper Tea Party” in England, a
nonsensical experience about social norms around
the table. Other similar projects include” Donde estan
Piecitos Azul?” and “Queens of Love,” both interac-
tions point to the vulnerability of communities at risk
such the children street-vendors in Chiapas, Mexico
and the women immigrant community in Jackson
Heights, New York.

Her artwork has been shown at The Queens
International 2004, The Smithsonian Institute in New
York City, The Hemispheric Institute of Performance
and Politics in Sao Paolo, Brazil, The Contemporary
Art Museum in Oaxaca, Mexico and Art Jericho in
Oxford, United Kingdom. Polina has received major
commissions by El-Museo del Barrio, a leading institu-
tion in Latin American art in the United States; she
has received grants by the Department of Cultural
Affairs of New York City. Polina has a twelve-year
career as an educator teaching in schools, libraries
and museums as well as in the immigrant communi-
ties in the city of New York. She received a Master in
Fine Arts and Art and Design Education from Pratt
Institute, Brooklyn, New York. Polina currently lives in
New York City. 
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